LinkedIn Business Marketing Report
An excel based solution, which is macro free, to enable you to keep on top of your LinkedIn
business page marketing. If this sounds like what you need, take a look at the details
below.

Plan your LinkedIn marketing posts
Create a unique link for each post
Assign each post to a campaign
Automated reports per campaign
Automated monthly reports
Breakdown per media type, included link, and post time
Use data from LinkedIn to provide analytics
Use data from Google Analytics to track website clicks
Campaigns ranked in order of success
Complete report of your LinkedIn business page marketing
And so much more...
Scroll down to
see more
about this
product

This page helps you to plan LinkedIn business page posts, so you can add the info for each post
on each line of this tab. Not only can you capture the post text, date, time, campaign, and line
number, but it lets you create a unique link for each post. This unique link not only includes the
web page you wish to link to, but it also has a unique query string so that it can track each link
clicked down to the post which generated the click.
If you use this to plan posts, it also reminds you with a colour change of posts that need to be
posted.

This spreadsheet also uses your LinkedIn analytics data and your Google Analytics data. You can
export both sets of required data from the respected websites, and use the raw data to provide
number for this spreadsheet. Watch the demo video to see how to do that, but upon doing so,
you simply copy the calculated values, and paste (using paste values) as shown above. This will
then provide all the numbers which this report needs.
You can see the number of impressions, views (if video), clicks, likes, comments and shares per
post. You can also see how many times the unique link has been used, to see how many actual
clicks have come through to your website.

You can also name campaigns, this way you can assign each post to a campaign, in order to
monitor the success of each campaign.
Simply name the campaigns, and then all the other data seen above will automatically populate
as you assign posts to campaigns and complete the post data.
This allows you to see which of your campaigns are more successful, which is a key part of
marketing.

Probably the best part of this spreadsheet is the report per campaign. You can see how many
impressions and engagements are earned on average per post per campaign. This clearly shows
which campaigns are more successful than others, depending on your definition of success,
engagements, impressions, or clicks to the website.
Not only this, but you can also see the campaigns ranked in order of success, and you get to
determine what you see as the most important criteria in order to sort the campaigns.

Not only can you see how each campaign has performed, but you can also see the comparison
from month to month. You can see how many impressions per month, as well as the types of
engagement. You can also see how many clicks back to the website per month.
Not only this but you can see the results from the average post per month, giving you a good
idea as to which months were the best from a marketing point of view.

This does not only report per campaign and per month, but other criteria too. The spreadsheet
tracks the time of day (AM or PM) when each post is posted, it checks if there is a link in the text,
and you can state if there is a picture attached to each post. There is an additional report
showing how the different posts compare, depending on how they meet these criteria. This will
help you see what kinds of posts are most popular.

So there you have it, an overview of this unique product. We can't show you everything in this
brochure, so please use the link below to the demo video, should you wish to see exactly how
this product works.
All the other links you may need for more information, or to purchase this product, are below.

In order to purchase this
product, download a free
trial, or watch the demo
video, please click the
image to the left.

This product is sold from the UK, and will be invoiced as GBP. The
fee is a once off fee, and there is no monthly charge. There will be
an entirely optional annual charge, should you want to receive
future upgrades.
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